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BPM SOLUTIONS

TRISOTECH
ack in 1996, when the digital
revolution was still a mere
mirage on the horizon, a few
friends joined forces to provide
software consulting services in
a different way, with the constant pursuit
of innovation and process improvement. Beginning with software development
lifecycle (SDLC) processes, delivering Agile services and solutions aligned with
business priorities in a simpler technological environment, this led to innovations in
workflow solutions, and progressed to an active role in the current definition of
Business Process Management (BPM).
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DELIVERING BREAKTHROUGH
INNOVATIONS IN BPM INDUSTRY
into digital counterparts, but also involve
creating new business models, leveraging
knowledge workers abilities and driving
innovation to meet ever-changing customer
needs. This is exactly what Trisotech
supports with the Digital Enterprise Suite.
Exceeding APAC organizations needs
Organizations across the world are using the
Trisotech toolset to design, model and
execute their business processes and
decisions. However, since early in 2018,
businesses in the APAC region are even better
served as -Trisotech has partnered with
Australia-based Business Process
Management, Automation, Consulting and
Training services provider Leonardo
Consulting. As Adam Mutton, Managing
Director of Delivery for Leonardo specifies,
“Organisations are demanding digital and
mobile enablement to streamline and
automate their processes to improve the
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More than two decades later, Trisotech is now a global leader in digital enterprise
solutions that enable organizations to visualize, innovate, transform and improve the
way their business works by providing a collaborative modeling environment
designed for business users. As APAC organizations’ focus has rapidly shifted in the
past years from business-centricity to customer-centricity, it is now not only
important for them to understand why and how things are done from an analytical
standpoint but also from the outside looking in. Thus, for the Trisotech leadership,
their digital transformation projects should not just mean converting physical assets
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Trisotech makes
readily available
a Decision-as-aService (DaaS)
platform that fits
into the
microservices
architecture trend
that we see growing
in the APAC IT
market.

T r i so t e c h

AP AC BUSINESS H EADLINES

customer experience and drive revenue.
Trisotech’s modeling platform delivers
standardized process and decision
models which are crucial artefacts to
drive consistency that connects
business strategy to automation,
integration and implementation for
Leonardo’s clients.”Hence, Trisotech
serves a wide spectrum of customers in
the APAC public and private sectors,
helping them achieve their desired
business outcomes.
Innovation that enables the digital
enterprise of the future
What differentiates Trisotech from
other vendors in APAC is its
fully-integrated, one-stop shop business

transformation modeling solutions.
For example, the solution is comprised
of light-weight enterprise architecture
andstrategic planning tools that are
enabling organizations to leverage
high-level brainstorming sessions as
well as existing assets as starting
blocks for a successful transformation.
More recently, the global company
introduced its leading-edge Decision
Management Suite, a toolset that
supports business users and IT experts
throughout the entire process of
modeling, implementing and
automating simple or complex
business decisions. With this solution,
Trisotech makes readily available a
Decision-as-a-Service (DaaS) platform

BPM

that fits into the microservices architecture
trend that we see growing in the APAC IT
market.
Building a winning network
As its offer continues to strengthen with the
recent partnership withLeonardo Consulting,
Trisotech keeps on investing in its people to
ensure a high level of quality in its products
and services. One of the most important things
for this solution provider is having the right
people at the right place, making sure to not
only design and deliver solutions tied to their
clients’ needs, but to also have the support
needed for early customer achievements.
Therefore, APAC clients can now count on a
Customer Success team, ensuring that end
users are in full control of the digital tools, on
their way to a successful transformation.
Trisotech now offers a free self-serve or
assisted trial period of the toolset to any
organization looking to find the right solution.
They strive to demonstrate how the solution
can solve some of the most important business
problems found within APAC contemporary
organizations.

Trisotech’s
modeling
platform delivers
standardized process
and decision models
which are crucial
artefacts to drive
consistency that
connects business
strategy to
automation,
integration and
implementation.
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